Collaborative Image manipulation

Goal:

Find an HTML5-based image collaboration open source project that we can integrate in Tiki, like we do for jQuery, CKeditor, etc. Done. We added SVG-Edit to become Tiki Draw.

Related feature request:

- Image Manipulation (image cropping, color changing, watermark, etc.)
- can not embed svg images in wiki page
- Animations
- Visual Mapping
- Visualization
- WebGL

Features

- To be able to add an image (jpg, png) and draw over it.
- Version history (like wiki pages, files, trackers and spreadsheets)

HTML5 / SVG

- http://code.google.com/p/paintweb/
- http://www.pixastic.com/ (the lib is licensed MIT)
- Draw

PHP

- https://www.ohloh.net/p/php-imagine

Open Source but not HTML5

- http://www.jhotdraw.org/
- http://sourceforge.net/projects/anywikidraw/